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Given the following two points on a line find the slope: 
1 .(2, 1 ),(5,3) 2. (-5,8),(-4,2) 
3. (2,5),(9, 1) 4. (-3,-3),(0,0) 
5. (-3,1),(-7,4) 6. (9,2),(3,1) (AR.8.EE.6) 

Show your work and use the slope equation to find the slope of a line 

that passes through points (3,2) and (1, -4). 

What is the X-intercept of a line where m = 3/2 and has a Y-intercept of 
4. (AR.MATH.CONTENT.HSA.REI.D.10) 

Show your work and use the slope equation to find the slope of a line 
that passes through points (3,2) and (1, -4 ). 
What is the X-intercept of a line where m = 3/2 and has a Y-intercept of 
4. (AR.MATH.CONTENT.HSA.REI.D.10) 

Take a picture or draw items in your home that model the 

following geometry vocabulary words. 
1. Point; 2. Line; 3. Plane; 4. Angle; 5. Cylinder; 6. Sphere;

7. Parallel Lines; 8. Perpendicular Lines; 9. Vertical Angles;

10. Congruent Rectangular Prisms (HSG. MG.A.1) 

Take a picture or draw items in your home that model the 
following geometry vocabulary words. 

1. Point; 2. Line; 3. Plane; 4. Angle; 5. Cylinder; 6. Sphere;
7. Parallel Lines; 8. Perpendicular Lines; 9. Vertical Angles;

10. Congruent Rectangular Prisms (HSG. MG.A.1) 

You are choosing between two health clubs. Club A offers 
membership for a fee of $7 plus a monthly fee of $29. Club B offers 
membership for a fee of $35 plus a monthly fee of $22. After how many 
months will the total cost of each health club be the same? 

A town has accumulated 8 inches of snow, and the snow depth is 
increasing by 4 inches every hour. A nearby town has accumulated 22 
inches, and the depth is increasing by 2 inches every hour. In about how 

many hours will the snowfall of the towns be equal? 

(AR.MATH.CONTENT.HSA.CED.A.1) 

Solve the expression using the distributive property 

1. 7 (3x - 5)
2. -6 (x + 2y - 1)
3. -4 (-8 -3x)

(AR.MATH. CONTENT.A. SSE. 2) 
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Create a triangle using objects found in or around your house and 
measure the side lengths. Draw and label your triangle and choose one 
angle to be 0 . Then use your triangle to write the six trig ratios: sin0, 

cose , tan0 , sec0 , csce , cote . (T.3.PC.1) 

Describe 3 real-world applications of derivatives. 
(LO 2.30) 

You are choosing between two health clubs. Club A offers membership 
for a fee of $8 plus a monthly fee of $29. Club B offers membership for 
a fee of $34 plus a monthly fee of $25. After how many months will the 
total cost of each health club be the same? 

A town has accumulated 8 inches of snow, and the snow depth is 
increasing by 3 inches every hour. A nearby town has accumulated 22 
inches, and the depth is increasing by 2 inches every hour. In about how 
many hours will the snowfall of the towns be equal? 
(AR.MATH.CONTENT.HSA.CED.A.1) 
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Westside High School WAMI:., Science Packet 

Day 2: Using Spatial Relations to Describe Position 

Study the drawing below and answer the questions that follow it: 

North 

C 

D 

A 

West East 

G 

B 

E F 

_,I 

· : South

a. Where is the airplane within the box?

b. Where is the boat within the box?

c. What is the location and compass direction of line B?







Agricultural Literacy 2019-2020 

Installment #2 

To be used with the article entitled, 11Harvey's Bitter Harvest" by Lynn Brezosky for San Antonio 

Express-News. Students can retrieve this article from 

http://www.expressnews.com/busi ness/loca I/ article/Harvey-Ag-Su nday-121843 28. ph p 

COMMON CORE TECHNICAL CORE STANDARDS 
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OPEN RESPONSE RUBRIC 

4 pts.-Using information from the article, students describes four specific examples of Texas agricultural 

products or production facilities that were damaged by Hurricane Harvey. 

3pts.-Using information from the article, students describes three specific examples of Texas agricultural 

products or production facilities that were damaged by Hurricane Harvey. 

2pts.- Using information from the article, students describes two specific examples of Texas agricultural 

products or production facilities that were damaged by Hurricane Harvey. 

1 pt .. -Using information from the article, students describes one specific example of Texas agricultural 

products or production facilities that were damaged by Hurricane Harvey. 

POSSIBLE ANSWERS: 

1. 500,000 bales of cotton were destroyed north of the Costa( Bend.

2. Roofs were blown off bins that stored corn and grain.

3. Flooding wiped out second rice crops that normally sprout from the remains of the first harvest.

4. The Bayside-Richardson Co-op Gin suffered its worst damage since being founded in 1941.

5. The Bayside-Richardson Co-op had chunks blown off the roof and had metal siding blown off.

6. The Bayside-Richardson well house and the seed house were destroyed.

7. Trailers used by visiting contract workers were overturned.

8. Cattle and other farm animals were displaced.




